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Embodying a quintessential, freedom-seeking Baby Boomer in search of the 
American Dream, Jack Huber has traveled before, but never like this. Gone are the 
four walls and carefully structured existence of a 9-to-5 job and lifestyle; instead 
the freedom of the road beckons.

With charitable hearts, solid family values and a healthy network of friends, Jack 
and his wife, Nadyne, have eagerly anticipated this next chapter in their lives, 
carefully planning the itinerary for their criss-crossing journey through the heartland 
and along the coasts of America to coincide with a book tour celebrating Jack’s six-
book Pat Ruger mystery series.

Jack has overcome and triumphed over many obstacles to get here and now has 
the joy of being able to write full-time. Book six, Oblivion Highway, completes the 
Pat Ruger series and Jack has embarked on his next writing adventure, a science 
fiction series. He chronicles his and Nadyne's journey in an ongoing series of blog 
posts and photographic portraits of America."

A NICHE IN THE MYSTERY THRILLER GENRE

@huberjack (1,000) huberpoet (672)

Jack@JackHuber.com JackHuber.com(720) 505 6073

JackHuberAuthor (740)

                         Jack is interested in doing interviews and book giveaways

Subscribe to Jack's e-mail newsletter: www.JackHuber.com/subscribe.html



JACK AND NADYNE'S LIFE ON THE ROAD

They love the fact that if you don't like where you live, you can move, after all, you’re 
mobile! It’s also increased closeness in their relationship. For most loving couples, 
kindness, empathy and cooperation become second nature living in such close 
proximity. The ability to find solitude often is another upside, but when you’re in the 
mood for socializing, it’s easy to meet like-minded people in the RV community. It also 
lowers your cost of living, eliminating mortgage or rent payments. 

Tourist attractions can be enjoyed off-season or middle of the week. You can linger as 
long as you want, exploring nature and attractions around the country; no more hurried 
vacation visits. Small towns can be explored at leisure, the ambiance relished and 
enjoyed. There is also a lot less to clean, living in a smaller space! And finally, what 
they enjoy most is being able to visit friends and family all over the country. 

Their Top Reasons for Quitting the 9-to-5:



A PROLIFIC AUTHOR

THE PAT RUGER MYSTERY SERIES

NOW ALSO TRANSLATED INTO CHINESE!

ISBN: 978-1494484545
 © 2014, 157 pages, $10.99, free on KU

Kindle ASIN: B00HBTZP8U, $2.99

ISBN: 978-1506114910
 © 2015, 173 pages, $10.99, free on KU

Kindle ASIN: B00SDNAJHK, $4.99

ISBN: 978-1540677822
 © 2016, 170 pages, $10.99, free on KU

Kindle ASIN: B01K18DKHK, $4.99

ISBN: 978-1545287675
 © 2017, 158 pages, $10.99, free on KU

Kindle ASIN: B06XZQ51JT, $4.99

ISBN: 978-1984298041
 © 2018, 132 pages, $10.99, free on KU

Kindle ASIN: B079CM9H2D, $5.99

ISBN: Coming soon
 © 2018

Coming soon to Amazon Kindle & KU

In 2007, Jack Huber began writing and self-publishing poetry, many combined with his 
photographs. In addition to writing, Jack dreamed of seeing the country. With his wife, 

Nadyne’s, encouragement, he started writing novels after attending a local writing 
symposium in Denver, Colorado, and has since published six Pat Ruger mystery novels, 

to the enthusiastic reception of his audience and fans. 

Amazon Review:
"Very good read. Five stars!"

Amazon Review:
"The adventure continues, love this guy!"

Amazon Review:
"Good action packed suspense!"

Amazon Review:
"Another must read!"

Amazon Review:
"Had me hooked from the beginning..."

Book 1, "For Hire" and Book 2, "Caribbean Shuffle" have completed all phases 
in the translation process and are actively on sale in China on Pubu.com



INTERVIEWING JACKINTERVIEWS WITH JACK HUBER

TALKING POINTS:

QUESTIONS:

My passion for travel and photographing the United States
Planning my retirement, starting full-time travel and deciding on our itinerary
Getting rid of most of our possessions and deciding what to keep
Maintaining relationships in an RV and staying healthy and active when not driving
Planning and scheduling stays: RV Parks vs. boondocking (dry camping)
People and places we're looking forward to visiting, why they're important to us
Getting and using Internet in an RV, winter weather and the use of GPS
Self-publishing on Amazon.com and writing poetry and novels on the road
Marketing books and e-books and Chinese translations of my books
Advice and resources for those wanting to follow in my footsteps
The camera equipment I use and what I recommend for those starting out

When did you start planning to tour the country and write full-time?
How did you prepare to be on the road and how long will you travel full-time?
How do you balance writing and being in the great outdoors?
Do you miss working as a manager in a corporation?
Do you miss living in a sticks-and-bricks house and do you ever worry about safety?
What has surprised you about full-time RV living and has it increased your creativity?
How did you discover you had a knack and a passion for writing?
Why did you focus on writing mystery novels and will you write in other genres? 
Did poetry prepare you for writing novels?
How difficult is it to self-publish & how much time do you spend on writing every day?
How did your books get translated into Chinese?
Will you ever settle in a permanent home again & what is in your future as an author?
What have been the keys to your success so far?

Thank you!


